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There’s something about our oldest stories that never gets old. Rereading classical mythology is for me an
exercise in surprise and recognition mixed together. There are things I’ve always missed in a myth, the
previous time around, that strike me as utterly vital to understanding its meaning. I believe that myths hit us
somewhere below the brain, at some irrational, dreamlike level that somehow feels truer than ordinary
stories. When I read Ovid’s myth of Apollo pursuing Daphne, “one made swift by hope and one by fear,” and
the nymph metamorphoses into a laurel tree to escape the amorous god forever, it disturbs and thrills me in
ways I find hard to explain.*

I wanted to capture this “mythic” effect of timelessness and inevitability in my novel The Red Word, a modern
story about a war between a fraternity house and a group of ardent young feminists on a university campus.
So I turned for inspiration to what is arguably the most massive epic in all of literature: Homer’s Iliad. The
female students in my novel are taking a class called “Women & Myth,” and their course readings influence
their perspective on the scandal unfolding around them. And life certainly seems epic, doesn’t it, when you’re
in your late teens and early twenties? Your highs are Olympian, your lows like a plunge into the River Styx?

The books in this list are the smartest, most beautifully wrought adaptations of classical myths I’ve ever
encountered—and they all just happen to be by female writers. I reread many of these titles while composing
The Red Word, loving the sense that these master storytellers were reworking the heavy, hardened clay of
the male-centered myths into supple material for building new worlds.

Margaret Atwood, The Penelopiad
 (2005)
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A chorus of competing female voices from the Underworld—those of Penelope’s 12 maids accused of
treasonous plotting and hanged by her son, Telemachus—provide the backdrop for this counter-epic to The
Odyssey. Many of Atwood’s novels deal with myth and legend—her more recent works are dystopian myths
of her own invention—so tackling the seminal Greek epic is for her a natural undertaking. The heroic gravitas
of the story’s events is undercut by Atwood’s signature arch tone and multi-layered irony: for example, the
chapter relating the abduction/elopement of Penelope’s sister Helen with Paris, the inciting incident of the
Trojan war, is entitled “Helen Ruins My Life.” Through Penelope’s voice, the story works to set the record
straight on epic events. Of her wedding, our heroine tells us, “And so I was handed over to Odysseus, like a
package of meat. A package of meat in a wrapping of gold, mind you. A sort of gilded blood pudding.”

Judith Butler, Antigone’s Claim
 (2002)

Feminist philosopher and critical theorist Butler uses Sophocles’ myth of Antigone to explore feminist
concepts of kinship and citizenship in this non-fiction essay. As dense and difficult as all Butler’s prose, the
text is worth reading for its ethical speculations on the question “What makes a liveable life?” Refusing to
obey the patriarchal rules of her society puts Antigone in a position of resistance but also mortal risk. Butler
uses the myth as a jumping-off point to engage with the work of Hegel, Lacan, Irigaray, and other big
thinkers. She relates Antigone’s plight to today’s world, where there are increasing populations without full
citizenship existing within and between states. Because these people are not being entered into the life of
the legitimate community, they aren’t granted full “human” status and so exist perpetually as a “shadowy
realm” haunting our public sphere, like Antigone haunts Creon’s state. It’s a wide-ranging, challenging essay
that infuses the myth with bold new relevance for modern politics.
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Anne Carson, Autobiography of Red
(1998)

 
This “novel in verse” by Canada’s most celebrated living poet retells the tale of Herakles’ tenth labor: stealing
the herd of cattle belonging to a winged red monster named Geryon. The monster is the protagonist in
Carson’s version, seduced and left pining by Herakles. It’s the breathtaking beauty of the language that
carries this book. Carson keeps the myth in the realm of the spectacular, the otherworldly, but also an
immediately recognizable picture, as here, where Geryon is described as a typically sulky teenaged son:

He burned in the presence of his mother.
 I hardly know you anymore, she said leaning against the doorway of his room.

 It had rained suddenly at suppertime,
 now sunset was startling drops at the window. Stale peace of old bedtimes

 filled the room. Love does not
 make me gentle or kind, thought Geryon as he and his mother eyed each other

 from opposite shores of the light.

Geryon and Herakles are reunited in middle age in Red Doc>, a road-trip story in which Herakles is a war-
veteran with PTSD and Geryon is a blocked artist dealing with the death of his mother. It’s more playful than
Autobiography but every bit as beautiful.
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Helene Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa”
 (1976)

Capitalizing on and responding to 20th century perceptions of Medusa as a figure for female rage, this essay
was published in the journal Signs and became the French feminist writer’s most famous work. It’s a classic
manifesto of second-wave feminism, mobilizing (some may say) essentialist ideas of Womanhood to carve
out a space for women’s voices in the “phallocentric” literary and critical tradition. What’s special here is
Cixous’s soaring, poetic prose: her essay embodies and performs precisely the unique ecriture feminine she
announces. According to Cixous, to really make a difference women’s writing must be based in their female
bodies, uncensored and unashamed: “There is always within [woman] a little of that good mother’s milk. She
writes in white ink.” As for the mythical Gorgon, she symbolizes for Cixous the (male) fear of unbounded
femaleness. Women’s writing has the insurgent potential to rupture the status quo and turn the old power
structures to stone. But this, of course, is a good thing: “You only have to look at the Medusa straight on to
see her. And she isn’t’ deadly. She’s beautiful and laughing.”
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Annabel Lyon, The Golden Mean
 (2009)

Rather than adapting a classical myth per se, Lyon inhabits the minds of two ancient-historical figures
shrouded in mythic significance: Aristotle, “the greatest mind of all time,” and his young pupil, Alexander the
Great. The two characters are a study in opposite temperaments—Aristotle is icy-blooded and rational,
Alexander moody and passionate—and the novel pivots on the transformative effect they have on one
another. Aristotle tutors Alexander to aspire in all things to the golden mean, the moderate point between two
extremes, but Alexander equates this attitude with mediocrity and cowardice. Amid the grippingly believable
scenes of violence at home and on the battlefield, Lyon wisely leaves it to her readers to decide.

Madeline Miller, Song of Achilles
 (2011)
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Miller’s Orange prize-winning account of the Trojan War is the imagined autobiography of the famous hero’s
best friend and lover Patroclus. We know from Homer that Achilles refuses to enter the war until Patroclus is
killed, after which his vengeful grief and rage know no bounds. But it’s Miller who compellingly develops the
why of this minor detail, embroidering the outsized deeds of Achilles’s life and death with vivid everyday
detail and intimate human emotion. Miller is a Classics scholar by training and a Latin and Greek teacher by
profession, and her insider understanding works to great advantage in the novel. There’s also an unexpected
anti-war theme running through this war epic, which complicates the hero’s code and raises questions about
the ongoing relevance of myth for today’s readers.

Anais Mitchell, Hadestown
 (2010)

In a wild carnival of swamp-folk songs, Mitchell’s fabulous “concept album” restages the myth of Orpheus
and Euridice. Here Orpheus is a soulful but broke minstrel, and Euridice is lured to the Underworld when
Hades promises her a decent meal. Mitchell is joined on the album by Bon Iver lead singer Justin Vernon,
and Ani DiFranco voices Persephone, the goddess married to Hades who advocates for the fate-stricken
lovers. Hades, enraged but in his wife’s thrall, sings, “You and your pity don’t fit in my bed/You burn like the
sun in the pit of my bed/and I turn like a bird on a spit in my bed/How long, how long, how long?” The album
was staged as a musical off-Broadway in 2016.
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Ali Smith, Girl Meets Boy
 (2007)

One of Ovid’s rare un-tragic metamorphoses, the gender-bending myth of Iphis and Ianthe gets Smith’s
usual brilliantly inventive narrative treatment in this story of two sisters, Imogen (Midge) and Anthea, who are
employed by a soulless bottled-water company. Anthea falls in love with a genderqueer eco-warrior named
Robin while Midge climbs the sexist corporate ladder. The book has great fun with gendered stereotypes
while immersing us in the epic happiness of new love: “She was as brave and handsome and rough as a girl.
She was as pretty and delicate and dainty as a boy. . . she was so boyish it was girlish, so girlish it was
boyish, she made me want to rove the world writing our names on every tree.” Slippery and downright silly at
times, Smith’s is probably the happiest cover version of a classical myth I’ve ever read.
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Jeanette Winterson, Weight
(2005)

This slim, gemlike volume was commissioned as part of the Canongate Myth Series (published in the US by
Grove Atlantic), an imprint that also includes Atwood’s and Smith’s titles on this list (and for those interested
in myth retellings I highly recommend all the titles in the series). Winterson offers, in his own heart-wrenching
words, the myth of Atlas, the Titan condemned to hold the cosmos on his back. Atlas’s existential suffering
and his temporary relief when Heracles comes along to relieve him of the burden (another of the hero’s
labors) give Winterson’s powerful poetic imagination ample room to roam. Laika, the doomed little dog that
rode into space in the Russian vessel Sputnik, is rescued by Atlas in this version of the myth, and it is
testament to Winterson’s skill that it works perfectly well.

Christa Wolf, Cassandra: A Novel and Four Essays
 (1983)

I discussed this book in my PhD dissertation because of the sophisticated way the East German author
reanimates the myth of the Greek prophetess Cassandra, cursed by Apollo never to be believed, as a way of
talking about the imminent (in the Cold War 1980s) danger of worldwide nuclear destruction. The
melancholy, introspective voice of the seeress-narrator reflects back on her experiences in the Trojan War,
grieving the loss of her loved ones and questioning her own culpability in the unfolding of fate.

*I can’t wait to dive into Will Boast’s new novel Daphne (2018) which remounts Ovid’s story in modern-day
San Francisco as a love story between the oversensitive Daphne and Ollie, the man who wants to bring her
out of her shell. Like all the books on this list, Boast’s promises more proof that ancient myths have much to
tell us about fear, vulnerability, compromise, and love.


